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Proportionality and Linear Relationships

2 Teach the Concept

Lesson 7-2

Simplifying Algebraic Expressions
Interactive
Study Guide
See pages 151–152 for:
• Getting Started
• Vocabulary Start-Up
• Notes

Essential
Question
Why are algebraic rules
useful?

Common Core
State Standards
Content Standards
7.EE.1, 7.EE.2
Mathematical
Practices
1, 3, 4, 5, 7

Objectives identify parts of an algebraic expression
and use the Distributive Property to simplify algebraic
expressions

What You’ll Learn
• Identify parts of an algebraic expression.
ssions.
• Use the Distributive Property to simplify algebraic expressions.

Building on the Essential Question
At the end of the lesson, students should be able to
answer “What error was made when 4x - 2(x + 5) was
simplified to 2x + 10?”

Real-World Link
Recycling Two middle school classes are having a
competitive week-long recycling drive. At the end of the
week, whichever class collects more recyclables wins and
is treated to a pizza party! Algebraic expressions can be
used to represent the results of the drive.

Example 1

Parts of Algebraic Expressions
When addition or subtraction signs separate an algebraic expression into parts, each
part is a term. The numerical part of a term that contains a variable is called the
coefficient of the variable.
This expression has four terms.

3x + 7 + x + 2

Vocab

Need Another Example?

Vocabulary
term
coefficient
like terms
constant
simplest form
simplifying the
expression

The coefficient of x is 3.

What’s the Math? identify like terms
• Why are 4y and 4x not like terms in Example 1a?
The variables are not the same.
• In Example 1b, why do you not add 5 + 3 + 7 + 4?
Only 3 and 4 can be added. 5 and 7 are coefficients
and so cannot be added to constants.

The coefficient of x is 1, because x = 1x.

In this chapter, we will work only with terms with an exponent of 1. In this case, like
terms are terms that contain the same variables, such as 2n and 5n or 6xy and 4xy. A
term without a variable is called a constant.

Identify the like terms in each expression.
a. 4x + y + 7x 4x and 7x
b. 3x + 8 + 2x + 1 3x and 2x, 8 and 1

Like terms

5y + 3 + 2y
Constant
Tutor

Example 1

Nicole Hill/Rubberball/Getty Images

Identify the like terms in the following expressions.
a. 3x + 4y + 4x
3x and 4x are like terms since the variables are the same.
b. 5x + 3 + 7x + 4
5x and 7x are like terms since the variables are the same. Constant terms 3 and 4
are also like terms.

Got It ?

Do this problem to find out.

-4x and 2x, 2y and 3y
1. Identify the like terms in the expression -4x + 2y + 3y + 2x.
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Example 2

Rewriting a subtraction expression using addition will help you identify the terms of
an expression.

What’s the Math? identify parts of an expression
• Why change subtraction to adding the additive
inverse? Doing so helps you to see the sign of each term.

Tutor

Example 2
Identify the terms, like terms, coefficients, and constants in the expression
6x - 2y + x - 5.
6x - 2y + x - 5 = 6x + (-2y) + x + (-5)
Definition of subtraction

Need Another Example?

Identify the terms, like terms, coefficients, and
constants in the expression 4x - x + 2y - 3.
terms: 4x, -x, 2y, -3; coefficients: 4, -1, 2; like terms: 4x,
-x; constant: -3

= 6x + (-2y) + 1x + (-5)

Identity Property

The terms are 6x, -2y, x, and -5. The like terms are 6x and x. The coefficients are
6, -2, and 1. The constant is -5.

Got It ?

Do this problem to find out.

2. Identify the terms, like terms, coefficients, and constants in the expression
3n + 5m - 6m + 2. 3n, 5m, -6m, and 2 are the terms. 5m and -6m are like
terms. The coefficients are 3, 5, and -6. The constant is 2.

Example 3
What’s the Math? simplify algebraic expressions
• In Example 3a, what is the common variable in
4x + 2x? x
• In Example 3b, what property allows you to change
the order of the addends? Commutative Property
• In Example 3c, could you distribute the 3 over (x - 2y)
before you changed the problem to an addition
problem? You could, but you run the risk of making
errors in the signs.

Simplify Algebraic Expressions
An algebraic expression is in simplest form if it has no like terms and no parentheses.
When you use the Distributive Property to combine like terms, you are simplifying
the expression.
Tools Tutor

Example 3
Simplify each expression.
a. 4x + 6 + 2x

Need Another Example?
Simplify each expression.
a. 8n + 4 + 4n 12n + 4
b. 6x + 4 - 5x - 7 x - 3
c. y - 2(x - 3y) -2x + 7y

Watch Out!
Distributive Property In
Example 3c, remember
to distribute -3, not +3,
to the terms in the
parentheses.

4x + 6 + 2x = 4x + 2x + 6
= (4 + 2)x + 6
= 6x + 6
b. 5n + 2 - n - 6

Commutative Property

5n + 2 - n - 6 = 5n + 2 + (− n) + (− 6)
= 5n + 2 + (−1n) + (− 6)
= 5n + (−1n) + 2 + (− 6)
= [5 + (−1)]n + 2 + (− 6)
= 4n + (− 4) or 4n - 4
c. 6y - 3(x - 2y)

Definition of Subtraction

6y - 3(x - 2y) = 6y + (−3)[x + (−2y)]
= 6y + (−3x) + (−3 · −2)y
= 6y + (−3x) + 6y
= 6y + 6y + (−3x)
= (6 + 6)y + (−3x)
= 12y + (−3x) or 12y - 3x

Got It ?
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Distributive Property
Simplify.

Identity Property
Commutative Property
Distributive Property
Simplify.

Definition of Subtraction
Distributive Property
Simplify.
Commutative Property
Distributive Property
Simplify.

Do these problems to find out.

3a. 4x + 6 - 3x x + 6

-5m - 1
3b. 2m + 3 - 7m - 4

3c. 4(q + 8p) + p 33p + 4q
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Example 4
Financial Literacy You have some money in a savings account. Your sister has
$25 more than you have in her account. Write an expression in simplest form
that represents the total amount of money in both accounts.
Words

amount of your money plus amount of your sister’s money

Variable

Let x = amount of your money.
Let x + 25 = amount of your sister’s money.

Expression

x + (x + 25)

x + (x + 25) = (x + x) + 25

Identity Property

= (1 + 1)x + 25

Distributive Property

= 2x + 25

Simplify.

Suppose you and a friend worked in the school store
last week. You worked 4 hours more than your friend.
Write an expression in simplest form that represents
the total number of hours you both worked. 2h + 4,
where h is the number of hours your friend worked

The expression 2x + 25 represents the total amount of money you and your sister
have in your accounts.

Got It ?

Do these problems to find out.

4a. Mato and Lola both collect stamps. Lola has 16 more stamps in her collection
than Mato. Write an expression in simplest form that represents the total number
of stamps in both collections. 2x + 16
4b. Derek has as many stamps as Mato. Write an expression to represent the total of
all 3 collections. 3x + 16

Check

Guided Practice

What’s the Math? write and simplify algebraic
expressions
• Why do you put 1s in front of the x’s? When a variable
does not have a number in front of it, its coefficient is
always understood to be 1.

Need Another Example?

Associative Property

= (1x + 1x) + 25

Example 4

Formative Assessment

Guided Practice Use these exercises to assess
students’ understanding of the concept of the lesson.
If they need more help, use the Personal Tutors
available online.

TI CK ET
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Have students tell how they think simplifying
algebraic expressions might connect with
tomorrow’s lesson on adding linear expressions.
See students’ work.

Identify the terms, like terms, coefficients, and constants in each expression.
(Examples 1 and 2) 1–6. See Answer Appendix.
1. -2a + 3a + 5b

2. 2x + 3x + 4 + 4x

3. mn + 4m + 6n + 2mn

4. 3a + 5b + 4 + 6a

5. 3x + 4x + 5y

6. -4p - 6q - 5

Simplify each expression. (Example 3)
7. 6x + 2x + 3

8x + 3

9. 7x + 4 - 5x - 8 2x - 4
11. -3(m - 1) + 4m + 2 m + 5

8. -2a + 3a + 6

a+6

10. 5a - 2 - 3a + 7 2a + 5
12. 4a - 6 - 2(a - 1) 2a - 4

13. Marena is using a certain number of blue beads in a bracelet design. She will
use 7 more red beads than blue beads. Write an expression in simplest form that
represents the total number of beads in her bracelet design. (Example 4) 2x + 7
14. Kyung bought 3 CDs that cost x dollars each, 2 DVDs that cost $10 each; and a book
that cost $15. Write an expression in simplest form that represents the total amount
that Kyung spent. (Example 4) 3x + 35
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